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Did Russia’s Intervention Derail Turkey’s Plan to
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Thousands  of  Iranian  soldiers  have  arrived  in  Syria  to  join  a  major  offensive  against
Sunni militants located in the northwest section of the country. The Iranian ground forces
will be part of a joint operation that will include the Syrian Arab Army (SAA), Russia and
fighters from Lebanese militia, Hezbollah. The assault comes on the heels of a withering two
week aerial bombardment of enemy positions by the Russian Air Force which has wreaked
havoc on US-backed jihadis along the western corridor. The mobilization of Iranian troops
indicates  that  the  4  year-long  conflict  is  entering  its  final  phase  where  the  Russian-led
coalition will attempt to crush the predominantly-Sunni militias and restore security across
the country.

Currently,  the  fiercest  fighting  is  taking  place  in  three  areas  that  are  critical  for  Syrian
President Bashar al Assad’s survival: The Rastan enclave, the North Hama salient, and the
Ghab plain. While Assad’s forces are expected to overpower the jihadis at all three sites, the
militants are dug in and have destroyed a number of armored vehicles and tanks. The
regime must seize this area in order to control the M5 highway which runs north to south
and connects the cities that create an integrated state. Once these enemy strongholds are
broken into smaller pockets of resistance, coalition forces will move further north to close
the borders with Turkey while attempting to recapture the strategic city of Aleppo. (See: Sic
Semper Tyrannis for an excellent breakdown of the ground offensive with maps.)

According to military analyst Patrick Bahzad:

“Overall, the outcome of the current operations in the three areas mentioned
above is clear. Whether the various rebels groups have thrown everything they
got into these battles is hard to say, therefore no assessment can be made as
to how their fighting capabilities will be affected by the coming defeat.

It  is  also  worth  mentioning  that  once  SAA units  have  managed to  break
through  rebel  defences….  this  might  cause  a  disorganised  retreat  of  the
trapped rebel units. That moment of the battle could be crucial, as it might be
the  starting  point  to  a  massive  artillery  barrage  (MRLs)  and  large  RuAF
airstrikes, resulting in crippling casualties among rebel ranks.” (Sic Semper
Tyrannis)

In other words, there’s a good chance that the jihadis will realize that they have no chance
of winning and will head for the exits, but it’s still too early to say when that will be.

According to  a  report  in  Reuters,   “…a large mobilization of  the Syrian army … elite
Hezbollah  fighters,  and  thousands  of  Iranians”  are  moving  northwards  to
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retake Aleppo. However,  ISIS militants are also headed towards the city from the east which
means that a major clash could take place at anytime. In response, the Russian air force has
increased its bombing raids to more than 100 sorties per day. That number is expected to
double in the days ahead as the fighting intensifies.

According to early reports from Syria Direct, the Syrian army has enclosed Aleppo in an
open  fist  configuration  that  cuts  off  the  main  artery  of  vital  supplies  to  the  north  from
Turkey.  As  the  fist  tightens  around  the  city,  US-backed  rebel  units  have  fled  to  the  west
which is now the only possible escape route. The panicky retreat has precipitated protests
against  rebel  leaders  who  are  blamed for  losses  on  the  battlefield  and  for  allowing    “the
regime’s  disastrous completion of  the Aleppo siege.”  One of  the militia’s  commanders
summarized his frustration saying:

“The myriad brigades under al-Jabha a-Shamiya’s umbrella in northeast Aleppo
are  bleeding  men  and  hardware  across  multiple  fronts…They’re  caught
between  regime  forces  to  the  south,  and  IS  to  the  north….(Due  to)  the
complete lack of coordination between each brigade, and not nearly enough
guns and cash from the Americans to compete with the much-better equipped
Islamic  State,  and  they  had  no  choice  but  to  retreat.”  (“Jabha  Shamiya
commander blames ‘complete lack of coordination’ for Aleppo losses“, Syria
Direct)

Aleppo is a key node in Moscow’s strategy to defeat terrorism and reestablish order across
Syria. The battle is bound to be hard-fought, possibly involving close-range, house-to-house
urban warfare. This is why it is imperative that coalition forces seal the border from Turkey
and stop the flow of arms and supplies as soon as possible. There are rumors that Putin will
use Russia’s elite paratroopers north of Aleppo for that very mission, but so far, they are just
rumors.  Putin  has  repeatedly  said  that  he  will  not  allow  Russian  ground  troops  to  fight  in
Syria.

There’s no way to overstate the Obama administration’s destructive and nihilistic role in
Syria. Along with its Gulf allies, the US has funded, armed and trained the bulk of the jihadi
hoodlums that have ripped the state apart and killed nearly one quarter of a million people.
Now  that  Putin  has  decided  to  put  an  end  to  Washington’s  savage  proxy  war,  the
administration is planning to add more fuel to the fire by air-dropping pallets of ammunition
and  weapons  to  their  fighters  in  central  and  eastern  Syria.   The  editors  of  the  New  York
Times derided the program as “hallucinatory.” Here’s an excerpt from the article:

 “…the White House on Friday unveiled a plan  that is even more incoherent
and fraught with risk.

The  Pentagon  will  stop  putting  rebel  fighters  through  training  in  neighboring
countries, a program that was designed to ensure that fighters were properly
vetted  before  they  could  get  their  hands  on  American  weapons  and
ammunition. The new plan will simply funnel weapons through rebel leaders
who are already in the fight and appear to be making some headway…..

Washington’s experience in Syria and other recent wars shows that proxy
fighters  are  usually  fickle  and  that  weapons  thrust  into  a  war  with  no  real
oversight  often  end  up  having  disastrous  effects……..The  initial  plan  was
dubious. The new one is hallucinatory.” (“An Incoherent Syria War Strategy“,
New York Times editorial Board)
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The administration has also delivered “27 container loads of  weaponry to the (Syrian)
Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD)”  and its military wing, the People’s Protection Units
(YPG). The weapons are supposed to be used against ISIS, but the move has infuriated
Turkish president Erdogan who regards the group as terrorists. While it appears that the
Obama team is merely looking for ways to show its critics that it is being proactive in its
fight against terrorism, it may have created the perfect pretext for a Turkish invasion into N
Syria  which  would  greatly  complicate  the  situation  on  the  ground.  Here’s  a  clip  from
the Turkish Daily Hurriyet:

“Findings in the aftermath of deadly explosions in Ankara on Oct. 10 targeting
pro-Kurdish and leftist activists indicate the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), as
well as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), may be involved, Turkish
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu said on Wednesday.

“As we deepen the investigation, based on the [information obtained about]
Twitter  accounts  and  IP  addresses,  there  is  a  high  possibility  that  Daesh
[Arabic  name  for  ISIL]  and  the  PKK  have  played  an  effective  role  in  the
bombing,” he said while speaking at a press conference with Bulgarian Prime
Minister Boyko Borisov in İstanbul.” (“Turkish PM says both ISIL and PKK may
have role in Ankara bombing“, Hurriyet)

There is, in fact, no evidence of PKK (Kurdish militia) involvement at all. DNA samples from
the two suicide bombers indicate they were both members of ISIS. The only reason Erdogan
would want to implicate the PKK would be to either discredit his (Kurdish) political rivals or
to create a pretext for invading Syria.   (Note: A Turkish court has imposed a confidentiality
order on the bombing investigation that strongly hints at a government cover up. According
to Altan Tan, a deputy of the pro-Kurdish Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP), “Bombs explode
all over Turkey. Two conclusions can be made on this — either the government is behind
those  attacks  or  it  failed  to  prevent  those  attacks.”  Either  way,  the  government  is
responsible.)

While Turkey’s future role in the Syrian conflict remains uncertain, US support for the Kurds
greatly increases the chances of a Turkish invasion and a broader, regional war. Is this the
administration’s real objective, to draw Turkish troops across the border into Syria so that
Russia gets bogged down in a costly and protracted  quagmire?

It sounds far fetched, but there are points worth considering. For example, on CBS news
program 60 Minutes, Obama said this:

“I’ve been skeptical from the get go about the notion that we were going to
effectively  create  this  proxy  army inside  of  Syria.  My goal  has  been to  try  to
test the proposition, can we be able to train and equip a moderate opposition
that’s  willing  to  fight  ISIL?  And  what  we’ve  learned  is  that  as  long  as  Assad
remains in power, it  is very difficult to get those folks to focus their attention
on ISIL.” (60 Minutes)

Naturally, Obama wants everyone to believe that “it’s all Assad’s fault”, after all, he’s not
going to blame himself.  But he is being honest about one thing: He never really thought
arming Sunni  extremists was a good idea.  In  other words,  he supported the objective
(regime change) just not the methods. (arming jihadis) And he probably felt vindicated
when–after 4 years of fighting–the conflict deteriorated into a stalemate.
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So if he was convinced that arming jihadis wasn’t going to work, then what was his backup
plan, his Plan B?

We’ve suggested in earlier columns that Obama might have struck a deal with Erdogan to
launch a Turkish invasion of Syria as long as the US provided air cover for Turkish ground
forces. We think this was part of a quid pro quo that Obama agreed to for the use of the
strategic airbase at Incirlik.  Keep in mind, Erdogan withheld US access to Incirlik for more
than a year until the US met his demand to help him topple Assad. Naturally, this is not
something that Obama could acknowledge publicly, but it would have been an essential part
of any agreement. An interview on PBS News Hour last week with David Kramer, the former
assistant  secretary  of  state  during the George W.  Bush administration,  provides  some
support for this theory. Here’s an excerpt from the transcript:

JUDY WOODRUFF: So, David Kramer, what about that? There is the real worry if
the U.S. gets involved, it gets sucked in, dragged in, and can’t get out.

DAVID KRAMER: The Turks had indicated a long time ago that  they were
prepared to send forces in if the United States provided cover and support. So,
we should create safe zones. We should create no-fly zones. We should enforce
those for  any planes  that  would  threaten people  in  those areas,  whether
they’re Syrian planes or  Russian planes.  We should give the Russians full
notice that any violations or attacks on those zones would constitute an attack
that we would have to respond to.

Nobody wants this. There are bad decisions that have to be made here, but
that’s where we are right now. And I think unless we do that, we will continue
to  see  people  get  killed,  we  will  continue  to  see  people  flee  Syria,  so  there
aren’t any good solutions. We have to find the least worst options.

JUDY WOODRUFF: But my question is, isn’t that an entire new level of risk, U.S.
planes get shot down, U.S. troops get potentially captured, not to mention a
conflict, potential conflict with Russia, unintentional?

DAVID KRAMER: We have the Turks that have indicated a willingness to go
ahead. We may have other countries, including from the Gulf, although they’re
not  great  contributors  to  this  kind of  operation.   The United States could
provide the air support, to provide the cover that way. I think there is a way of
doing this without putting U.S. forces on the ground, but there aren’t any good
options here.” (“Pulling the plug on rebel  training,  what’s  next for  U.S.  in
Syria?“, PBS News Hour)

Kramer not only sounds extremely confident that “The Turks… were prepared to send forces
in if the United States provided cover and support.”  He also seems to imply that a great
many Washington elites were aware of the deal but kept it under their hats.

Fortunately, Putin’s military intervention sabotaged any prospect of implementing Plan B, so
we’ll never know whether Turkey would have invaded or not.

What matters now is that the Russian-led coalition move fast to solidify their gains, disrupt
enemy supply lines, block the exits, seal the borders and discourage Turkey from taking any
action that would expand the war. Erdogan will surely listen to reason if it is backed by
force.

The jihadi mercenaries must either surrender or be wiped out as quickly as possible so that
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11 million Syrians can return safely to their homes and begin the arduous task of starting
over.

Mike Whitney lives in Washington state. He is a contributor to Hopeless: Barack Obama and
the Politics of Illusion (AK Press). Hopeless is also available in a Kindle edition. He can be
reached at fergiewhitney@msn.com.
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